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that blossomed across the nation's college cam‐
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leviating world poverty than population control.
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As abortion loomed larger in political debates,
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eral money for state and private planning pro‐

ning. By 1972, President Nixon had changed his

grams; the programs were thus linked to the War

position by opposing family planning as part of

on Poverty. Congress passed the Family Planning
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Services and Population Research Act of 1970,

Catholics from the Democratic party. Not all oppo‐

which Nixon supported, mandating state family

nents, however, were conservative. Jesse Jackson,
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for example, was a vehement critic of abortion as
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planning programs as a plot against the black
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community. In the final chapter, Critchlow sketch‐

menting family planning. Foundations picked

es the legal attack that ensued against abortion
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and the reinvigoration of federal support under

idents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson (until

President Clinton. Importantly, Congress did not

1967) simply would not risk losing this constituen‐

dismantle family planning policies even though it

cy. Had the Vatican changed its position in 1968,

restricted federal funding of abortion. Although it

as some expected, the history of family planning
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family

planning

was
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planning services in public and private plans (p.

a common post-New Deal phenomenon, whereby
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policy agendas emerged in elite circles and only

million annually on contraception, sterilization,
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This process contradicts traditional narratives on

funding, moreover, abortion survived as a consti‐

political history. Critchlow echoes Brian Balogh's

tutional right through the conservative revolution
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in the politics of atomic energy. Family planning,

Intended Consequences makes many contri‐

which today is a heated grass-roots issue, actually

butions to policy history. Besides providing a his‐

started in the relatively closed world of policy

tory of an unexplored topic, Critchlow shatters
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the artificial divide that exists between political,
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For

example,
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reveals
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how

after debates entered into a new phase. The book
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this particular policy and how family planning in‐
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volved a wide range of political actors, such as

time or how they continued to expand even when

elected officials, foundations, medical officials,

political debate shifted to a new issue. For exam‐

universities, and grass roots activists. All of these

ple, the book loses sight of family planning in in‐

actors contributed at different points and in dif‐

ternational policy once Critchlow changes his fo‐

ferent ways to the development of this policy. Un‐

cus to the post-1964 concern with domestic issues.

like much of most social scientists, Critchlow em‐

Yet he provides clear evidence that family plan‐

phasizes the role of individuals in policy forma‐

ning continued to be important internationally

tion. Figures such as John Rockefeller III were es‐

well into the 1990s. The book also loses sight of

sential to the success and failures of these poli‐

family planning in the domestic arena once

cies. Critchlow's synthetic approach to policy his‐

Critchlow turns his attention to the politics of

tory embodies the approach to scholarship that he

abortion after 1973. While debate shifted in each

has been calling for over the years.

period, his evidence shows that the policies did

Critchlow also integrates effectively electoral

not die. In some cases, the programs seem to have

politics into policy history, something that many

become even stronger when less attention was fo‐

scholars have failed to accomplish. In one of the

cused on them.

most important issues in the book, Critchlow

Neither does Critchlow delve much into the

shows how politicians constantly calculated the

legislative side of this policy history even though

impact of these policies on the Catholic vote. Pres‐

he provides ample evidence that legislators were
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key sources of support and opposition to this poli‐
cy. Legislators such as Bush and Ernest Gruening
(D-Alaska) were responsible for promoting and
shepherding policies through Congress even
when presidents remained lukewarm in their
support. In the 1970s, Henry Hyde (R-Illinois)
spearheaded the attack on abortion. While the op‐
position within Congress is handled in more
depth, we gain a less detailed understanding of
why particular legislators (and their states and
districts) championed family planning even when
it seemed to be such a dangerous political issue.
Examining Congress in greater depth would have
furthered Critchlow's nuanced exploration of the
complex relationship between popular attitudes
and policy success.
Nonetheless, Critchlow's book is a major ac‐
complishment. This is American policy history at
its best. Not only does this book bring to light a
previously unexamined component of policy his‐
tory, but it also shows a constructive method of
writing policy history that integrates social and
cultural history while playing close attention to
elites, institutions, and policy. In short, Intended
Consequences is a must-read for all historians,
whatever their discipline, and it is certain to con‐
tribute scholarly insights to some of today's
fiercest political debates.
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